
FEBRUARY 2019 Bar Examination 
 
ESSAY I 
 
On January 14, 2019, Philip, a resident of East County, Georgia, filed a Complaint in 
Superior Court for money damages against ABC Corporation as a result of a tort involving 
personal injury inflicted on him on January 10, 2017 and for which he alleged ABC 
Corporation was responsible. The incident that forms the basis of the Complaint occurred 
in Middle County, Georgia. ABC Corporation is a Georgia corporation with a principal 
place of business in North County, Georgia. Its registered agent for service is located in 
South County, Georgia. 
 
Philip served the Complaint on ABC Corporation by certified mail, return receipt 
requested. ABC Corporation received its copy of the Complaint on January 21, 2019. 
There was no Summons attached to the Complaint. ABC Corporation filed an Answer to 
the Complaint on February 22, 2019. The President of ABC Corporation, who is not an 
attorney, signed the Answer to the Complaint in his capacity as President. No attorney 
made an appearance in the case on behalf of ABC Corporation. Applying Georgia law: 

 
1. What is (are) the proper venue(s) for this suit? Please explain your answer 

fully. 
 
2. What grounds, if any, are there for ABC Corporation to file a Motion to 

Dismiss and how will the Court likely rule on each motion? Please explain 
your answer fully. 

 
3. Are there any other motions that could be filed against ABC Corporation 

and how will the Court likely rule on and such motion(s)? Please explain 
your answer fully. 

 
 
 
ESSAY II 

 
Having spent the first ten years after law school working for Big Law LLC, Larry Lawyer 
decided to hang out his shingle and become a sole practitioner. Immediately after opening 
his new law practice on January 1, 2019, Larry created two bank accounts, one a non-
interest bearing checking account in the name "Larry Lawyer, P.C." and the other an 
interest bearing trust account also in the name "Larry Lawyer, P.C." Larry established 
both accounts at Atlanta Bank and was the sole person authorized to sign checks on the 
accounts. Larry did not give the bank any direction regarding to whom interest on the trust 
account should be remitted; as a consequence, the interest accumulated in the trust 
account. 
 
Sometime in mid-January, Larry was hired by Calvin Client to handle Calvin's divorce. 
Larry presented Calvin with an engagement letter which provided, in part, that Larry would 
charge Calvin $250 per hour for his services, that Larry would submit an itemized 
statement to Calvin at the end of each month for services rendered during the month, 



plus expenses incurred, and that Larry would require a $15,000 retainer from Calvin which 
he would draw upon in payment of his monthly statements. No additional fees or financial 
terms were incorporated in the engagement letter. Calvin signed the letter and handed 
Larry a check for the $15,000 retainer.  
 
Believing he would spend at least 20 hours during January working on Calvin's divorce 
case, Larry immediately deposited $5,000 of Calvin's retainer in the law firm checking 
account and the remaining $10,000 in the trust account. At the end of January, Larry 
submitted a summary statement to Calvin in the amount of $5,000 "for professional 
services rendered" for the period ending January 31. Larry did not itemize the statement, 
nor did he offer to show Calvin the hours he had spent on Calvin's case. 
 
After a couple of months practicing on his own, Larry realized the income he anticipated 
receiving from his new firm would be delayed because many of his clients were slow to 
pay. He had already spent the $5,000 of Calvin's retainer on office expenses and 
overhead. Needing more funds, on April 1, Larry wrote checks totaling $2,500 on the trust 
account to pay additional law firm expenses and overhead. 
 
By July 2019, Larry was able to work out a settlement for Calvin's divorce in which Calvin 
was to receive a lump sum of $500,000 plus title to the marital residence. The settlement 
agreement was signed, and an order was entered by the Superior Court approving the 
settlement and declaring Calvin and his wife to be divorced. A check for $500,000 was 
paid to Larry by the former wife's counsel and promptly deposited in Larry's trust account. 
The former wife also delivered to Larry a quitclaim deed conveying her interest in the 
marital residence to Calvin. 
 
Larry then informed Calvin that he planned to charge an additional 15% fee on the value 
of the cash portion of the settlement arising out of the divorce and was going to pay 
himself this additional fee from the funds which had been remitted to him by opposing 
counsel. 

  
All of this did not please Calvin, and he objected to Larry taking the additional fee from 
the settlement funds which Larry had deposited in his trust account. Calvin has consulted 
with you regarding whether he should file a complaint against Larry with the State Bar of 
Georgia. You have demanded and received an accounting from Larry and are aware of 
all of the facts set forth above. You have been asked to give Calvin answers to the 
following questions, based upon your knowledge of applicable rules of professional 
conduct: 
 

1. When Larry created his law firm bank accounts, did he correctly designate 
the names on the two accounts? Please explain. 

 
2. What instruction should Larry have given Atlanta Bank regarding the 

payment of interest on his law firm's trust account? Please explain. 
 
3. Was Larry authorized to deposit $5,000 into his law firm checking account 

prior to spending time or incurring expenses in connection with his 
employment as attorney for Calvin? Please explain. 

 



4. Did Larry violate any applicable rule of professional conduct by sending 
Calvin a non-itemized, summary statement on January 31? Did he violate 
the terms of his engagement letter with Calvin? Please explain. 

 
5. Was Larry authorized to use $2,500 from his trust account to pay law firm 

overhead on April 1? Please explain. 
 
6. After the divorce settlement was approved and Larry received the $500,000 

from opposing counsel: 
 

a) Was Larry authorized under the terms of his engagement letter with 
Calvin to charge the additional 15% fee to Calvin? Please explain. 

 
b) Was Larry authorized under applicable rules of professional 

conduct to pay himself the additional fee directly from his trust 
account, over Calvin's objection?  Please explain. 

 
 
ESSAY III 
 
Bob and Rocco were acquaintances of Willie, who worked at a distribution warehouse 
that stored copper wire. Willie told Bob and Rocco about the copper wire and together, 
the men formulated a plan to steal the wire. 
  
The next night, Willie loaded a backpack of tools in Bob's truck and the three men headed 
to the warehouse. On the way, the men argued about how they would split the loot. 
Frustrated, Willie said, "I don't like how this is coming down. I'm out." Bob pulled the truck 
over at a gas station, and Willie grabbed his backpack and got out. 

 
Bob and Rocco continued to the warehouse, broke open a locked door, and started 
loading spools of wire from inside the warehouse into Bob's truck. They stopped to catch 
their breath, and Rocco, being a jokester, found a long metal pole. Pretending to be angry, 
Rocco swung the metal pole at Bob and cursed him. Believing Rocco's threat to be real, 
Bob picked up a metal pole with a sharp edge and began swinging. Rocco realized Bob 
was not playing around, dropped his pole, and threw his hands up in the air saying, "Hey, 
man - I was just messing with you." Before Rocco could finish his sentence, however, 
Bob struck Rocco in the abdomen and caused what Bob thought was a superficial wound. 
Rocco immediately began bleeding and fell to the ground. Panicked and unaware that 
Rocco had hemophilia, a disorder which may cause a person to bleed for a longer time 
after an injury, Bob ran out of the warehouse. 
 
Rocco's body was discovered in the warehouse the next day. An autopsy listed his cause 
of death as loss of blood from an abdominal stab wound. Evidence at the scene led 
investigators to believe Bob and Willie were connected to the events. Meanwhile, Bob 
confessed to Willie about what had happened at the warehouse. 
 
The police asked for help in locating Bob and Willie. After a neighbor saw Bob coming 
and going from Willie's house, he alerted law enforcement, and police raided Willie's 



house with a valid search warrant. Under questioning, Willie told police Bob had left about 
an hour before and was heading to his mother's house. Bob was actually hiding in Willie's 
basement. The police then placed Willie under arrest. 

 
1. Applying Georgia law, discuss the criminal charges, if any, that could be 

brought against Bob and what defenses, if any, Bob may have to those 
charges. Explain your answer fully, including a discussion of the elements 
required to prove and the facts supporting the charge(s). 
 

2. Under Georgia law, could Willie be charged as a party to any of the crimes 
for which Bob could be charged? Explain your answer fully. 

 
3. What defenses, if any, may be available to Willie under Georgia law? 

Explain your answer fully. 
 
 
ESSAY IV 
George Brown, a divorcee with two adult children, began dating and ultimately moved in 
with Samantha Smith. While living together, they told friends they considered themselves 
married, jointly purchased a home, contributed to a joint checking account, and shared 
expenses. Because they each wanted to dispose of their property in the manner they 
wished upon their deaths, they sought the assistance of a lawyer. 
 
George and Samantha agreed to place the jointly titled home and checking account into 
a Joint Trust, to be administered jointly by George and Samantha as co-trustees. This 
Joint Trust was to be maintained for the health and welfare of the survivor of the two of 
them until the survivor's death, at which time any remaining Joint Trust property would be 
distributed one-half to George's two children in equal shares and one-half to Samantha's 
sister. 
 
With regard to the parties' other assets, George instructed the attorney that he wanted 
one-half of his estate to go to Samantha and the other half to be distributed to his two 
children in equal shares. Samantha instructed that her entire estate be distributed to her 
sister. 
 
The lawyer prepared four documents for George and Samantha according to their wishes: 
a Will for each of them, a Joint Trust, and a deed transferring their home to the Joint Trust. 
After George developed health problems, he and Samantha asked three friends to join 
them at a local tavern to act as witnesses as they signed the four documents. As a token 
of thanks, George and Samantha both added hand-written provisions to their Wills giving 
each witness $500.00. 
 
After signing their Wills, the Joint Trust documents, and the property deed, George and 
Samantha went to the court house where they recorded the property deed and got 
married. George's health quickly deteriorated, and he died on January 1, 2019. Samantha 
could not find George's original will so, as the named Executor of George's estate, she 
filed a copy of George's Will for probate. On January 2, 2019, in her capacity as sole 
trustee of the Joint Trust, Samantha deeded the real property from the Joint Trust to 



herself. She says she did this not because she needed the money but because she does 
not like George's children. 
 
George's two children have employed your law firm to file a legal action against Samantha 
and a caveat to the probate of a copy of their father's Will. Your partner has asked you to 
answer the following questions under Georgia law: 

1. Was the execution of George's Will legally sufficient? Discuss. 
 

2. Can the copy of George's Will be offered for probate in the absence of the 
original? Discuss. 

 
3. What effect, if any, did George and Samantha's marriage have on George's 

Will? Discuss. 
 

4. What legal basis, if any, would George's children have to set aside the 
transfer Samantha made from the Joint Trust to herself after George's 
death? Discuss. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
































































































